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Madison’s Last
Second Victory
Yesterday on Saturday, the
Madison 4th Grade Tigers
played in the Branford
Tournament against the Portland
Basketball Club (CT). Madison
started great, with a rally, which
was enough to be up at the half,
14-13. Madison took 1 more
point in the 3rd quarter, but
Portland took a big lead going
into the 4th, 25-15. Madison was
turning the ball over at the start
of the 4th. But when it was into
the quarter more, Madison
started a comeback. It started
half way through the quarter
and finished the game. Key
plays were made, including
steals and putbacks. A little bit
later, though, Portland stepped
up their game. The ball kept
going back and forth. Portland
had a 4 point lead with 59
seconds left. Madison cut the
lead down to 1 with 20 seconds
left when Jacob Rachler hit a key
free throw that put Madison in
the lead by. Jacob would score
1 more time that would let
Madison secure a win from
falling out of the tournament.
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In The Rulebook
An and-one is a common used term in basketball. It is used when a on
one team fouls a player on the other team and the player that gets
fouled makes the basket, making the shooter have only one foul shot.
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Yale-Harvard
Overtime Thriller
Yale and Harvard is a big rivalry in
sports, but on Sunday night, this
was not only one of the greatest
Yale-Harvard games, maybe one
of the greatest college hockey
games.
Harvard were the first to strike in
the first period, but within a
matter of seconds, Yale got a
goal. The score stayed that way
until the second period when
Yale scored. 2-1 was the score for
a long time until with 4 minutes
left on the clock in the third
period and Harvard scored. This
goal forced the first overtime,
and lots of shots were missed.
With 5:05 left on the clock, a guy
on Harvard fell and crashed his
head on the wall. A Yale player
was sent to the penalty box. The
only weird thing was that the
penalty was for five minutes! Yale
was at least able to kill the
penalty time without any harm.
The second overtime was the
same, until when the time of the
period ticked to 3:47. That’s when
the puck went passed one of the
greatest NCAA hockey players
this year, Alex Lyon, the Yale
goalie. Harvard had pulled off a
win against their higher ranked
rivals and that would send
Harvard to the Semi-finals and
Yale would have to go back to
the drawing board.
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Notable Football
Transactions
Brandon Marshall: Traded from Bears to Jets
Darrell Revis: Signed by Jets
Jimmy Graham: Traded from Saints to Seahawks
Max Unger: Traded from Seahawks to Saints
DeMarco Murray: Signed by Eagles
LeSean McCoy: Signed by Bills
Ndamukong Suh: Signed by Dolphins
Haloti Ngata: Traded from Ravens to Lions
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